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The concept of the gene pool is fundamental to ecology
and to population genetics. Ecologists recognize that the
gene pool determines species tolerances to environmental
conditions, and differences in tolerance of species form
the basis for the philosophy of successional replacement. To
population geneticists, the structure of the gene pool is
basic to theories of selection and evolution. Since species
of forest trees occupy different successional positions, the
concept of the gene pool in forest trees must be considered
from both genetic and ecologic viewpoints.
Recent interest in the genecology of forest trees is reflected in a review by TIGERSTEDT
(1967) and genecological
studies with birches (STERN, 1964 a, b) and several European
hardwood species (GALOUX, 1967). These Papers point out
the significance of genetic structure of populations in
studies of genetic variation and in tree breeding as well as
emphasizing the relationship between ecologic and genetic
variation.
The present paper attempts to relate genetic and ecologic
theory in order to develop testable hypotheses of genetic
structure for forest tree populations, populations being
here envisioned as any natural grouping of trees which are
genetically semi-discrete. Consideration is given to the
fitness-flexibility compromise, to methods by which species meet the conflict between fitness and flexibility, and
to the action of natural selection.
Fitness-flexibility Compromise
Genetic variation within the gene pool of natural species is subject to a compromise between fitness in contemporary environments and flexibility (MATHER, 1943;
D ARLINGTON, 1958). Fitness is necessary for survival and reproduction of individuals in their immediate environment;
flexibility is necessary for the production of progenies preadapted to environmental change (HESLOP-HARRISON, 1964).
Species lacking genetic variability are doomed to extinction.
for they cannot become adapted to changing conditions
(THODAY, 1953). Conversely, species that express a high
degree of genetic variability withi-n meir germplasm are
unable to consistently produce specialized progenies that
are highly adapted to a particular set of environmental
conditions, and, therefore, may not survive because of an
inability to compete successfully with better adapted species
(MATHER,
1943). Thus, the advantages of recombination
through sexual reproduction are balanced against the disadvantages of segregation. A segregation load is imposed
on the species; actual fitness is a compromise and does
not approach the maximum.
Since the fitness-flexibility compromise is universal to
all species, it is not surprising that both unique and general
methods for resolving it have evolved. Unique methods
include production of true breeding heterozygotes in Oenothera (see HESLOP-HARRISON, 1964), alternation of apomictic
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with sexual reproduction (THODAY, 1953), and alteration
between self and Cross pollinations (see ALLARD, 1965). General methods may involve the subdivision of species into
genetically distinct breeding units, developmental homeostasis, and coadaptation of genetic systems. It is the general
methods that are of major relevance to forest trees, and
even though the methods are not mutually exclusive, they
will be considered separately.
Breeding Units
The genetic consequences of subdivisions of a species
into genetically discrete breeding units have been theoretically explored by S EWALL WRIGHT. WRIGIIT (1965) envisaged a complementary process for current adaptability
and future evolution which results from the combined effects of polygenic inheritance, selection for phenotypes
intermediate with respect to numerous traits, pleiotropism,
and lack of overdominance in creating surfaces of adaptive
values. Within breeding units, inbreeding or random genetic drift combined with mass selection allows breeding
units to attain the highest adaptive peak which is compatible with local environmental conditions (WRIGHT, 1960).
Migration among breeding units promotes diffusion of
adaptive genetic combinations throughout the population
and generates genetic variability necessary to meet changing conditions (WRIGHT, 1965).
The concept of breeding units, as developed by WRIGHT,
has not been systematically explored for forest trees. Limited genetic data indicated discontinuous patterns of
variation for two populations of western white pine (Pinus
monticola DOUGL.) which were located on contrasting exposures less than one-half mile apart in northern Idaho
(SQUILLACE and BINGHAM, 1958). Morphologie observations
suggested an edaphic basis for discontinuous variation
among adjacent populations of northern white cedar (Thuja
1958) and
occidentalis L.) in northern Wisconsin (HADECK,
for species of Quercus in Texas (NULLER,
1952). Moreover,
BENSON,
et al. (1967) have shown that segregation toward
parental types in introgressants between species of Quercus
in California varied with exposure on single hills, and that
the degree of introgression was interpretable from the
ecologic requirements of the parental types; they concluded
that even on a local scale, evolutionary sorting is rapidly
adjusted by the environment.
Developmental Homeostasis
Developmental homeostasis, defined by L ERNER (1954) but
also noted by THODAY
(1953) and DOBZHANSKY
and WALLACE
(1953), is the ability of individuals to respond to a variety
of environments with a moderately constant morphology
and physiology. According to this concept, the genotype is
balanced to such an extent that development is buffered
and similar adaptive phenotypes result from a variety of
genotypes in a range of environmental conditions (THODAY,
1 953).
Recent studies of developmental homeostasis in Drosophila and maize have suggested that phenotypic plasticity
is a function of genetic heterozygosity. Phenotypic variance

